Expectations for Participating in
ServLife Vision and Renewal Trips
When participating in a ServLife Vision or Renewal Trip, there are certain guidelines we
use in the planning and administering of the short-term trips. The ServLife USA office
will help your group as much as possible to have a productive and fruitful volunteer
ministry experience. The following is a list of responsibilities and requirements ServLife
has for sanctioning a trip through our organization, and groups desiring to participate in
a ServLife trip must agree to these expectations. We will send you a “letter of good
intent” to sign and send back to our office. With the experience we have in organizing
these trips to these regions we work, we will help your group get the most affordable
ticket possible and work with you to ensure your trip is a success with the least amount
of stress possible.
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ServLife will purchase the airline tickets up front for the group and find the most
affordable rates. ServLife will send the group or church an invoice for the airline
ticket purchase to be reimbursed before departure. In the event that an individual
backs out of the trip and the ticket has been purchased, the group is responsible
for any cancellation fees that will be charged to cancel the ticket.
ServLife will arrange for misc. transportation that is needed (airport pickups, etc.)
ServLife will book hotels and arrange living accommodations.
There will be a $100 fee per person to cover administrative, communications and
logistical costs related to the trip planning.
Before the group’s departure, they will need to have all of their Trip Budget sent
to ServLife.
Groups will have an option to allow a ServLife staff person to handle all the
purchasing of meals, hotels, and transportation and not have the team worry
about this. The group will be invoiced upon return of the trip to reimburse
ServLife. This is to avoid overpaying and being cheated by local vendors, taxi
drivers, etc. If groups are over 10 people, the team may need to assume some of
these expenses while overseas.
Insurance is optional, but ServLife will help arrange for volunteers to obtain
emergency evacuation and travel insurance. (ServLife highly recommends
volunteers obtaining this in the case of a fatal accident, death, or serious illness)
The group must contact ServLife, if volunteers would like insurance assistance
through us.
ServLife staff member(s) will be available to host and lead the volunteer group for
their ministry activity.
Each participant must sign a medical release form and a volunteer release form
to participate in the trip and return to ServLife’s office BEFORE they depart.
ServLife will work with the volunteer group to help prepare their ministry activity.
ServLife will provide a budget with estimated costs for the trip for meals, lodging
and local transportation.

